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Abstract 
The article considers the possibility of using the statistical characteristics – both 

numeric and functional - for the vibration processes assessment. The research revealed 
that the usage of an area under curve of module of characteristic function of the instan-
taneous values of vibroacoustic signals for different assemblies and mechanisms as a 
diagnostic sign and forming the vector of diagnostic signs on its basis make possible to 
suggest a fundamentally new diagnostic parameter that is invariant to the design of the 
machine and the parameter’s limiting values. The parameter application allows to in-
crease the reliability of diagnostic results and, at the same time, to simplify the diagnos-
tic algorithms.  

 
 
1. Introduction 
It has always been an urgent task - to extent the amount of diagnostic features 

in order to increase reliability and depth of diagnostics.  
Objectivity of vibration processes assessment is based on using their of probabil-

istic characteristics – numeric, such as mathematical expectation, dispersion (root-
mean-square deviation – RMSD) or value (RMSV), skewness,  kurtosis, etc., as well 
as functional ones: probability distribution function, probability density, covariance 
function, spectral density function, characteristic function, etc[1, 11].  

It is important to note, that numeric features of random processes describe the 
process with a scalar quantity and can be used as diagnostic features, but the functional 
dependency is a process’ feature showing dependency of two values and cannot act as a 
diagnostic feature.  Usually, such part is played by a selected value of the function with 
a set argument value, for instance:  oscillating process amplitude with a set frequency 
of spectral density function, value of the process with a set probability of probability 
distribution function (quantile), etc.  

 
 
 



2. Selection of signal characteristics parameters 
Usage of such probability characteristics of a random process  as the Character-

istic Function (CF) suggested by A.M. Lyapunov in 1902 is quite promising. [2, 3]: 
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where θ(v) – is a one-dimensional characteristic function of vibration  x(t); 

v – is a parameter of vibration characteristic function x(t); 
x(t) –  random vibration in the measuring point; 
f (x) – distribution function; 

1( ) {cos[ ( )]}A v m vx t=  – real part of CF;  

1( ) {sin[ ( )]}B v m vx t=  – imaginary part of CF; 

2 2( ) ( ) ( )v A v B vθ = +  – CF module; 

[ ]( ) ( ) / ( )v arctg A v B vγ =  – CF argument; 

1m  – mathematical expectation (statistical average). 
The Characteristic Function is closely connected to probability density p(x) of a 

random process by the Fourier inversion 
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and thus, reflects and describes all properties of the vibration process. 
Diagnostic signs vector is formed on the basis of fundamental scalar components 

[4], that is why it is suggested to use evaluation of CF integral characteristics - the area 
under curve of CF module as the scalar of CF [8]: 
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Preliminary analysis of vibration acoustic signals obtained for a nondefect 

(“good”) bearing 9 (fig.1 a), b, e), which condition was evaluated by a special vibration 
diagnostic bench for rolling bearings and a defected (“bad”) bearing  (fig. 1 b), d), f), 
has shown that not only peak values of vibration diagnostic signal were considerably 
(almost 20 times in absolute magnitude) different (fig. 1 a) and b), but so were frequen-
cy distributions (fig. 1 c) and d). The latest statement is determining the significant dif-
ference of Characteristic Functions (fig. 1 e and f). In such case, scalar quantities - the 
areas under curves of CFs are different in more than 10 times. At this point it should be 
considered that the CF is an integral statistic characteristic of vibration acoustic process 
covering not only the process’ energy, but its peak values. 
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Fig. 1. Characteristics of  «good» (a, c, e) and «bad» (b, d, f) bearings 
 

 
3. Theoretic justification of a diagnostic parameter  
Theoretic prerequisites for significance and reliability of the obtained results and 

justification of processing algorithms for experimental data are based on the following. 
Considering, that in order to center random vibration process the probability distribution 
function in general case corresponds with Weibull-Gnedenko distribution law [4] with 



parameters corresponded to even function of density probability, an area under CF 
curve can be theoretically estimated. To make the task more simple let us use normal 
distribution. 

For Gaussian random variable with set parameters of mathematical expectation  
m and mean-square deviation (MSD) σ the CF looks as follows:  
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Let us determine the area under the CF curve: 
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Then, using the error function: 
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which is a normal distribution function for m = 0, σ = 1 and then, change the variable for 
v = 1, t = σ: 

vt σ= , 
σ
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substitute (8) to (6): 
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area under CF curve on an interval from ∞−  to t vσ=  is calculated as follows: 
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and on an interval from ∞−  to 0 as follows: 
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Therefore, the area under curve of CF is a quantity which is inversely propor-
tional to MSD σ, and with that, the worse the object’s vibration condition is - the more 



is MSD.  That corresponds to a common technique of centrifugal and reciprocating ma-
chinery diagnostics [4, 5, 6], and, consequently, the less is the area under curve of CF 
S|θ(v)|. 

 
4. Empirical data analysis 
Empirical analysis of experimental data presupposing examination of quantities 

of the area under curve of CF in order to reduce the error was carried out using Simpson 
formula: 
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where a, b – are the integration limits, wherein the CF value exceeds 0.025 on the whole 
diagnostic interval, n – is an amount of equal fundamental segments on the interval 
[a;b], herein v0 = a, vn = b, vn-1/2 – are middle values of equal fundamental intervals.  

Estimation of an assessment error of the area under curve was carried out by the 
formula: 
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where 2теорS π σ= . 
The calculation has revealed that when sample rate of experimental data had 

n = 5 and MSD σ = 100 at 0,1 0,1v− ≤ ≤ , the error was  δ = 3,8 %. As the sampling 
rate increased up to n = 400 at σ = 100 and  0,1 0,1v− ≤ ≤  the error decreased to   
δ = 2,5 %. 
 

 
5. Verification of diagnostic signs 
Experimental verification of the suggested diagnostic sign in the form of quanti-

ty of the area under curve of CF S|θ(v)| in the set limits of changes of the parameter v of 
the CF θ(v) was carried out by means of vibration measurement in the informational 
point of a centrifugal pump case,  - in rolling bearing installation area – selection of a 
vibration component characterizing vibration activity of the pump bearing, and further 
band-pass filtering in the frequency range from 6 to 9 kHz and assessment of vibration 
CF parameters.  



Three types of vibration assessment of machinery condition are established: 
- «ACCEPTABLE» («ACC») – acceptable for continuous operation. The ma-

chine is completely functional and has a small failure probability; 
- «ACTIONS REQUIRED» («ARQ») – acceptable for non-continuous opera-

tion. The machinery condition is close to limiting, there are developing defects, there is 
a gradual loss of machinery functionality, and an increase of failure probability. Serves 
for current maintenance and/or gradual machinery decommissioning for repair; 

- «UNACCEPTABLE» («UAC») – Unacceptable for operation. Such machinery 
condition features developed defects and machinery in limiting or dangerous state with 
high probability of failure. Serves for an immediate unit’s shutdown and decommission-
ing for repair.  

The results of empiric research on the CF of vibration of 10 pumps with non-
faulty support bearings in ACCEPTABLE state are presented in the fig.2. In cartesian 
reference system the CF parameter v was plotted on the abscissa (fig. 2. Ref. No 1), and 
the CF module |θД(v)| was plotted on the ordinate (fig. 2. Ref. No 2), the area under 
curve of CF was estimated S|θ(v)| (fig. 2. Ref. No 3). To determine the dependency of vi-
bration CF the equation (12) was used. Number of samples of machinery vibration was 
N=20000 with a sampling rate 25 kHz. The waveform was 800 msec. The CF parameter 
v was set in the range from -2 to 2 in increments of 0,1. Overall time spent for obtaining 
such a dependency was less than 20 sec. A typical CF averaged by the results of 10 
pumps testing for non-faulty bearings is presented in the form of dependency in fig.2 
Ref. No 3. By the same means the CF for bearings with slight defects in ARQ state (av-
eraged dependency fig.3 Ref No 4) and severe defects in UAC state(averaged depend-
ency fig.3 Ref No 5) were obtained.  

 
Fig. 2. – Module of CF S|θ(v)| of instantaneous vibroacoustic signal values from a 

bearing in ACCEPTABLE state   
 
 
 



 

 
Fig. 3. – Module of CF S|θ(v)| of instantaneous vibroacoustic signal values from a 

bearing in ACTIONS REQUIRED state 
 

 
Fig. 4. – Module of CF S|θ(v)| of instantaneous vibroacoustic signal values from a 

bearing in UNACCEPTABLE state 
 

Changes of an integral characteristics – CF module’s area under curve S|θ(v)|, – 
depending on various states of the bearings given on fig.2-4 are clear evidence of this 
diagnostic sign advantage over the known ones: an invariant sign with change limits 
from 0 (for faulty facilities) to less than 1 (for non-faulty assemblies and machines).  

Considering that standard values for area under curve of CF module S|θ(v)| tend to 
0 in case of machinery state degradation, there is no need in selection of  non-faulty and 
faulty reference machines of particular types in order to set limiting values of CF pa-
rameters S|θ(v)| and teaching diagnostic systems. That considerably decreases time for the 
systems’ development and implementation. 



6. Experimental results 
The suggested invariant sign allows to reduce the diagnostics duration, since an 

one-act calculation of area under curve of CF module allows to obtain a parameter 
which considers statistic properties of a measured value without using such characteris-
tics as process dispersion, skewness, kurtosis, parameters of distribution function, etc. 
That resulted into an opportunity of integral condition assessment of a facility using on-
ly one measuring parameter, for instance, in accordance with table 1, and uses the area 
under the curve of CF module for formation of diagnostic sign vector for failures. 
 

Table 1. Machinery state dependency from  
area under the curve of CF module S|θ(v)|  

«ACCEPTABLE» 
(«ACC») 

«ACTIONS REQUIRED» 
(«ARQ») 

«UNACCEPTABLE» 
(«UAC») 

( ) 0,7vSθ ≥  ( )0,2 0,7vSθ< <  ( ) 0,2vSθ ≤  

 
Fig. 2 shows that if a machine is in ACC state, the area S|θ(v)| = 0,98 s2/m, i.e. con-

siderably exceeds the limit 0,7 shown in the table 1. 
According to the diagram on fig. 3, if machinery state is ARQ, the area under 

curve of CF module S|θ(v)| = 0,52 s2/m and lies within the range  from 0,2to 0,7 (table 1 ).  
The area under curve of CF module S|θ(v)| on fig. 4 for a machine in UAC state is 

0,12 s2/m, which is substantially lower than the limit 0,2 shown in the table 1. 
The algorithm (12) for CF determination is distinguished by simple realization 

by means of modern microprocessor technology and A-to-D conversion. Mean-root 
square error s of estimation of CF module with N = 20 000 is not exceeding: 

1 2(2 ) 0,5%s N −< < . (14) 

Considering that the vibration acoustic signal received from different assemblies 
of reciprocating compressors  has considerable peak-factor [7], i.e. relation of signal 
peak values to its RMSV may vary from few times to scores in case of defects and fail-
ures development [4, 5 ,9, 10], the researches on possibility of usage of CF for condi-
tion assessment of assemblies and details of reciprocating compressors (fig. 5) were 
done. 

For example, on fig. 5 a),b), c) there are waveforms (vibration acceleration/time 
relation) of vibration acoustic signals received from sensors on inlet valves of a recipro-
cating compressor for three states of valves:  а) – « ACC »; b) – « ARQ»; c) – « UAC». 
Block diagrams and empiric functions of distribution (fig.5 d) – «ACC», e) – «ARQ», f) 
– «UAC») show that depending on valves state the block diagrams and distribution 
functions’ form changes significantly. Estimation of the area S|θ(v)| under curve of CF 
modules for various states of valves shows that ACC valves have S|θ(v)| >0,7 s2/m, ARQ 
valves have S|θ(v)| = 0,4 s2/m, and UAC valves have S|θ(v)| < 0,09 s2/m. The obtained re-



sults of the area under curve of CF modules S|θ(v)| estimation corresponds to the data in 
table 1 depending on the valve state.  

The same results were received from estimation of the area under curve of CF 
modules S|θ(v)| of instantaneous vibroacoustic signal values obtained from the sensors 
mounted on cylinders of four-cylinder horizontal opposite reciprocating compressors in 
axial direction (along the reciprocator’s movement) on inlet valves, over the crosshead, 
on main bearings.  

a)                                                                                   b) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 c)                                                                                       d) 

 e)                                                                                       f) 

 g)                                                                                       h) 
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Fig. 5. Changes of VA signals, probability curves and modules of CF  de-
pending on changes of reciprocator valves state. 

 
7. Conclusions 
The conducted experimental researches and obtained data testifies that usage of 

the area under curve of CF modules of instantaneous vibroacoustic signal values for 
various assemblies and machines - both reciprocating and centrifugal - as diagnostic 
sign and formation of a diagnostic sign vector on its basis allows to suggest fundamen-
tally new diagnostic parameter which is invariant to machinery construction and limit-
ing value of a parameter witch quantity varies from 1 to 0. 

Therefore, a new method of vibration acoustic diagnostics of machinery using 
characteristic function of vibration is suggested [8], the method is based on measure-
ment and diagnostics with a fundamentally new invariant - area under curve of CF vi-
bration module -  which allows to increase reliability of diagnostic results and simplify 
the diagnostic algorithms. 
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